K-SCREEN: a HTS Data Management and Analysis System
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ABSTRACT
K-SCREEN is a useruser-friendly, extensible, and comprehensive
software package for high throughput screening data
management, analysis, mining, and visualization. The system is
based on the standard open source Linux/Apache/MySQL
Linux/Apache/MySQL/PHP
/PHP
platform and utilizes a number of open source software
programs. It supports multiple readers and has an automated
statistical analysis routine. It also allows easy searching
PubChem and ZINC databases. Advanced data analysis and
mining are done using the backend R platform.
platform. K
K--Screen is
available at http://kscreen.org
http://kscreen.org..

KEY FEATURES
Developed at KU and tailored to KUKU-HTS needs
Web browser based user interface for easy access
Automated preprocessing, normalization, and statistical analysis
of Envision and SpectraMax raw data (extensible to other readers)
Password protected for data security; loggedlogged-in clients only see
their own or shared data; clients decide with whom to share data.
Advanced data analysis and mining using R platform
Easy comparison across multiple screenings
Easy structure searches against PubChem and ZINC
Browsing and searching by:
•Activities
•Structure, substructure, and Tanimoto similarity
•Plate # and well coordinates
•Functional groups

DESIGN

SEARCH FUNCTIONS

Once a set of raw data is imported, K-SCREEN
automatically performs screen- and plate- level
statistical analysis and calculates z’ factors,
medians of positive/negative controls and
samples for each plates.

K-Screen allows searches on
selected screens based on
activities, chemical IDs, and
mother/daughter plate coordinates.
Additional search functions include
structure (exact, sub-, similarity),
functional group, and coordinate
based searches. All searches can
be combined with activity ranges of
selected screens.

Activities are normalized using
four methods: Percent of control
(POC), Normalized percent
inhibition (NPI), Z score, and
Plate median normalization
(PMN). Heat maps of all
normalized data are generated.
HTS staff may select one
normalization method and
accept/reject plates based on
data quality.

BROWSING DATA
The main browsing page is
divided into three panels: screen,
plate, and well. It is very easy to
use. Every bit of information in
the database is just a few mouseclicks away!
Step 1: select
a screen.

DOSE--RESPONSE CURVE FITTING
DOSE
Histogram of
selected plates

Step 3:
search

Step 2: select any
number of plates.

Step 4:
select a plate

Raw data

Raw data

Statistical analysis
and data mining
are done in the R.

Step 5a: select a
well to access the
compound

Interfaces with
PubChem, ZINC,
and ChemSpider
are provided for
finding PubChem
data and vendor
information.

All data and
results are saved
in a relational
database for easy
and efficient
Clients browse and search their data
searching.
and results through a web-based
interface. K-Screen provides many
tools such as structural searches and
cross screen comparison.

Step 5b: or use
the scatter plot

Display activities
in other screens

K-Screen’s dose-response-curve editor is an easy to use tool for adjusting
dose response curves. When an administrator prepares the processed
secondary screen dose-response curves to be published, he or she will first
select a compound (A). This will generate the best-fit curve (B), the
statistics associated with the curve (C) and the curve classification (D)
according to Inglese et al. On the right panel, administrators can modify
which function and function parameters (E) that each dose-response-curve
uses. This section also is useful for reporting function parameters
including IC50. If a manual refit is necessary then the administrator may
elect to disable certain points considered to be outliers or explicitly specify
the top and bottom of the curve (F) and have K-Screen refit the curve (G).
Changes can be quickly saved on a curve by curve basis.
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